
Beautiful Summer Kurta for Ladies Styles & Tips on
Accessorizing and Pairing your Outfit
Summer is here, which means sweltering summer days and the desire for fashionable yet comfy
clothes. For many women in India and other parts of the world, the kurta and casual summer
dress for women is the ultimate summertime essential. But with so many designs, fabrics, and
styles available, choosing the perfect summer kurta for ladies can feel confusing.

This blog is your one-stop guide to navigating the world of casual summer kurta for women.
We'll explore the best fabrics for hot weather, look into trendy kurta styles, and provide tips on
accessorizing and pairing your kurta for various occasions.

Types of Cool and Comfortable Fabric in Summer Kurta for
Ladies

The key to a perfect summer kurta for ladies lies in the fabric. Here are some top choices that
are both breathable and stylish:

● Cotton: Absolutely the best material for summer clothing, cotton is absorbent,
lightweight, and lets your skin breathe. Choose kurtas made completely of cotton or
blends that include a tiny amount of polyester to prevent wrinkling.

● Linen: Another natural wonder, linen is known for its airy and cooling properties. It
drapes beautifully and becomes softer with every wash.



● Mulmul: This elegant cotton fabric is ideal for days when it's quite hot. With its
transparency and second-skin-like texture, it provides optimal air circulation.

● Khaadi: Made from hand-spun cotton, khadi is a cosy and eco-friendly option. Its slightly
rough texture gives your outfit a unique touch.

● Viscose: This synthetic material is famous for having a lovely drape and a smooth feel.
For a summertime touch of elegance, choose for airy viscose kurtas.

Bonus Tip: Look for summer kurta for ladies with minimal embellishments or embroidery,
especially on areas that come in contact with your skin. This will prevent irritation and discomfort
in hot weather.

Summer Kurta for Ladies Perfect for Every Occasion

The beauty of the casual summer attire for women lies in its versatility. Here are some
popular Budgeted cotton kurti to suit your needs:

● The Straight Kurta: This timeless style fits most body shapes and has a loose silhouette.
It may be dressed casually with flats and a dupatta or done up with heels and jewellery.

● The A-Line Kurta: This silhouette is comfortable and attractive, with a delicate flare. It is
perfect for anyone who likes to add a little flair without sacrificing comfort.

https://thejaipurloom.com/product-category/kurtas/under-699/


● The Anarkali Kurta: The kurta is ideal for formal summer evenings or festive occasions. It
features a flowing silhouette, a fitted bodice, and a wildly flared skirt.

● The Short Kurta: Ideal for a breezy summer day, the short kurta pairs well with palazzos,
cigarette pants, or even a skirt.

● The Asymmetrical Kurta: Add a touch of modern flair to your look with a kurta featuring
an asymmetrical hemline or neckline.

● The Button-Down Kurta: This versatile option can be worn as a kurta or a dress,
depending on the length. It's perfect for work or a casual outing.

With The Jaipur Loom best summer kurta for ladies and a suit set without dupatta, which is
comfortable and stylish for summer or any season, say goodbye to heavy and uncomfortable
clothes and hello to comfortable cotton kurta. Your summer wardrobe will appreciate it, we
promise!

Accessorize and Pair with Perfection to Summer Kurta for Ladies

Your summer kurta for ladies doesn't need to stand alone. Here's how to dress up your overall
look with the appropriate matches and accessories:

● Jewellery: Opt for lightweight and delicate jewellery like earrings, bracelets, or anklets.
Avoid chunky pieces that might feel heavy in the summer heat.

● Bags: Choose a bag that complements the style of your kurta. A sling bag is perfect for a
casual look, while a clutch or tote can add a touch of sophistication.

https://thejaipurloom.com/product-category/suit-sets/2-piece-sets/


● Shoes: During the summer, flats are your greatest companions. Choose footwear that
goes with the formality of your kurta, such as juttis, sandals, or kolhapuri chappals.

● Dupatta: The casual summer outfil for women would not be complete without the
dupatta. Pick a flowy material, such as cotton or chiffon, and play around with different
draping ways to provide a little charm.

● Bottom Wear: Pair your kurta with a variety of bottoms like palazzos, cigarette pants,
leggings, or even a skirt, depending on the occasion and your style.

Summer Kurta for Ladies is a Lookbook for Every Mood

Here are some outfit ideas to spark your summer kurta inspiration:

● Casual Chic: Pair a straight cotton kurta with rolled-up sleeves, palazzos, and sandals
for a relaxed yet stylish everyday look. Add a statement necklace and a colourful dupatta
for a touch of fun.

● Workwear Wonder: Opt for a button-down kurta in a neutral colour like beige or white.
Pair it with cigarette pants and heels for a professional yet comfortable work outfit.

● Festive Flair: For a festive occasion, embrace the bright colours and elaborate designs
of an Anarkali kurta. To complete the look, add classic juttis, a purse with
embellishments, and a pair of bold earrings.

Some Precautions for Comfort to Wear Summer Kurta for Ladies

Wearing summer kurtas can indeed be beautiful and pleasant, but you should take some safety
measures to make sure you're comfortable. The following safety measures should be
considered when wearing summer kurtas:

● Fabric Choice: Opt for lightweight and breathable fabrics like cotton, linen, chiffon, or
georgette. These fabrics allow air circulation and help in keeping you cool during hot
summer days.

● Sun Protection: If your kurta has a sheer or lightweight fabric, consider wearing
sunscreen underneath to protect your skin from harmful UV rays. Additionally, you can
accessorize with a wide-brimmed hat or sunglasses for added sun protection.



● Comfortable Undergarments: Choose seamless or skin-friendly undergarments that don't
create visible lines under your kurta. Opt for breathable fabrics to prevent sweating and
irritation.

● Sufficient Coverage: Make sure that your kurta offers sufficient coverage in accordance
with your comfort zone and cultural standards. For modesty, try wearing your kurta
layered with an inner or top if it's sheer or sleeveless.

● Proper Fit: Select kurtas that fit well without being too tight or too loose. Ill-fitting clothing
can cause discomfort and restrict movement, especially during hot weather.

By following these precautions, you can enjoy wearing summer kurtas while staying comfortable
and stylish throughout the season.


